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ECG RSM 4052
Hand mixer with rotating bowl
Product code: 100000886137
EAN: 8592131307797









5-stage speed control

TURBO BOOST function

Stand with motor-driven rotating bowl

Bowl volume: 3.5 l

 5-stage speed control (ensuring
gradual speed change)

 TURBO BOOST function: pulse use
of maximum speed

 Bowl volume: 3,5 l

 2 beaters

 2 kneading hooks

 Stand with motor-driven rotating
bowl

 Lock for the beater in the open
position

 Beaters, hooks and bowl can be
washed in the dishwasher

 Easy handling thanks to ergonomic
handle

 Beaters and hooks safety release
button

 The bowl stand has stable anti-slip
feet

 Power consumption: 400 W
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Technical specification

Input power (W) 400

Voltage/Frequency
(V/Hz) 220-240 ~ 50/60

Power supply Cord

Power cord length
(cm) 130

Noise level (dB) 85

Fuse Yes

Product specification

Spead levels 5

Automatic speed
control Yes

Stand with rotating
bowl Yes

Bowl volume (l) 3.5

Bowl type Plastic

FCE Turbo Yes

FCE whipping Yes

FCE kneading Yes

Whisks Eject button Yes

Ergonomic handle Yes

Mixer head locking
mechanism Yes

Cable holder No

Design

Colour finish White

Material Plastic

Accessories

Whisk beaters 2x

Dough hooks 2x

Cover / Case No

220

280

370

1.9

Weight & dimensions

WIDTH (MM)

HEIGHT (MM)

LENGTH (MM)

WEIGHT (KG)

316

240

232

2.3

Weight & dimensions 

(Brutto)

WIDTH WITH PACKAGING (MM)

HEIGHT WITH PACKAGING (MM)

DEPTH WITH PACKAGING (MM)

WEIGHT WITH PACKAGING (KG)
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Easy preparation of sweet desserts
Do you also love sweet desserts and fluffy sweet delicacies? But still you have not found a suitable
helper that would really make their preparation easier? The perfect solution is the powerful blender
ECG RSM 4052 with 400 W power input. It adapts perfectly to any user so that its operation is as
comfortable as possible.  

You can use 5 speed settings. Thanks to the rotary switch, the speeds can be smoothly regulated with one finger. A
very pleasant bonus is the TURBO button, which activates the Turbo Boost function and switches the speed to
maximum. You can use this function, for example, when whipping egg whites or whipping cream.

Using blender with or without the stand
The stand with a motor driven rotating bowel combined with anti-slip feet ensures perfect stability
of the device during operation. The plastic 3.5 l bowl can hold a sufficient amount of ingredients.  

A big advantage is also securing the beater in the folded position, so you do not have to worry about
it falling unexpectedly. After unlocking, the beater can be easily removed from the stand and used as
a regular hand beater.  

The body of the blender is made of high quality and durable plastic, and is therefore quite light. Low weight and
ergonomic handle make the handling of the device very easy. Combined with the tilting head, working with this
blender will be a pleasure for you.

You can wash the accessories in the dishwasher
You will also find two whisks and two kneading hooks in the package with the ECG RSM 4052
blender in addition to the bowl. You can easily make with its help dough for festive cakes, muffins and
sweets and whip up delicious soft creams or toppings until smooth. You can replace whisks and hooks
by just pressing a button. All the accessories of the blender can be washed in the dishwasher, which
will save you a lot of time and work. So you can engage in more enjoyable activities.
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